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Agenda Name Comments Support Oppose Neutral

A G E N D A 1 0 0 1

HFC-79  CC 20-559 AUTHORIZING A GRANT OF A LEASE OF
COUNTY RECREATIONAL SPACE TO PAIA YOUTH COUNCIL, INC.
(HFC-79)

2 1 0 1

HFC-24  CC 19-248 FERAL ANIMAL MANAGEMENT ON MAUI  (HFC-
24)

1 0 0 0

HFC-2020 Ref NOTE: THE COMMITTEE MAY RECOMMEND THE
FOLLOWING COMMUNICATIONS BE REFERRED TO THE COUNCIL
CHAIR FOR THE TERM BEGINNING JANUARY 2, 2021, IN
ACCORDANCE WITH RULE 23 OF THE RULES OF THE COUNCIL

1 1 0 0

Sentiments for All Agenda Items

The following graphs display sentiments for comments that have location data. Only locations of users who have commented
will be shown.

Overall Sentiment

Agenda Item: eComments for A G E N D A

Overall Sentiment

Faith Chase
Location:
Submitted At:  5:03pm 11-30-20

HFC-79 Paia Youth Center, I support the work of the Paia Youth Center. What an amazing and long standing
venue for the youth. I would like to support Aunty Mopsy's comments regarding the need for full community input.



Agenda Item: eComments for HFC-79  CC 20-559 AUTHORIZING A GRANT OF A LEASE OF COUNTY RECREATIONAL SPACE
TO PAIA YOUTH COUNCIL, INC.  (HFC-79)

Overall Sentiment

Faith Chase
Location:
Submitted At:  5:04pm 11-30-20

I am here to speak on HFC-24 and how it relates to Axis Deer, I wish to remind this Council Committee that
experiential knowledge and expertise must be advantaged by including Kahikinui Game & Land Management
‘Ohana (KGLMO). If it makes it easy for incoming next term Council and relative Committees, the contact
information for KGLMO president Kawika Davidson is (808) 269-0699 and email is: kahiwad@gmail.com

Rhonda Fosbinder
Location:
Submitted At:  9:33pm 11-29-20

I am writing to testify in favor of the grant of a renewed and expanded lease to Paia Youth Council, Inc. The youth
program operated as “Paia Youth and Cultural Center” (“PYCC”) is a long-standing and well established program
with strong leadership and powerful values and goals, which has already proven itself to be an excellent steward.
Because of the unique programming they offer, which is tied to the land and sea and promotes fundamental
Hawaiian values, they serve a youth population that would likely be underserved or not served by other youth
programs. PYCC is a great benefit to the community.

Expanding the youth program allows for more kids to attend without increasing the use of scarce parking and
other resources. Kids are generally dropped off and much later picked up, and the MEO provides bus service.
PYCC  clearly could serve many more youth with their unique skills and opportunities if they had more space.
Certainly they need a lease renewal and expansion in order to continue to provide their services and be better
able to engage and protect the kids. 

The ability to serve more youth is especially critical now, when parents need to work additional hours to recover
from the economic impacts of COVID-19, and kids need the benefits PYCC provides. In order to do so, parents
and the community need a safe and enriching place for kids to be outside of school. 

PYCC has a large number of valuable programs that teach important life skills, but they are limited by the
currently available space. Moving some of the activity away from the primary beach parking area will assist in
reducing congestion overall, and will help reduce the tendency for homeless to camp in that currently
unmonitored area. PYCC and the community both need this lease, for everyone’s benefit. I believe from what I
have personally observed, that granting this lease will not create any burden, but instead will be entirely beneficial
and valuable. Thank you for your consideration.

Rhonda Fosbinder, parent

Agenda Item: eComments for HFC-24  CC 19-248 FERAL ANIMAL MANAGEMENT ON MAUI  (HFC-24)



Overall Sentiment

Faith Chase
Location:
Submitted At:  5:06pm 11-30-20

I am strongly objected to the Cares funding disbursement of $200k by Mayor Michael Victorino to Kia Hawaii LLC
owned and operated by Jake Muise. This outfit has an atrocious history of poor practices. The subsistence
hunters must be given a voice in decision making. I found Dr. Caires comments extremely helpful and I am
pleased to see he is willing and enthusiastic about participating in this important conversation moving forward.
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Overall Sentiment

Faith Chase
Location:
Submitted At:  5:07pm 11-30-20

HFC-3 I am pleased to see the Lahaina Banyan Tree moving forward for continued solution finding. I truly believe
fairness can be found in regards to the local businesses that have found economic stimulators around, under and
near this beautiful living landmark.

HFC-5 I'm compelled to mention that I have new interest in the Kanaha Beach Park Master Plan implementation
and how the Department of Parks and Recreation works with the new considerations that must be considered in
regards to supporting the less fortunate Maui residents who rely on the park facilities to survive. I will following
this moving forward.

HFC-24 I am in strong favor of this discretionary referral item being moved forward into the 2021 Council calendar
(comments made previously).

HFC-34 Maui Emergency Management Agency, contract C6906; Jamie Caplan Consulting, LLC



HFC-44 Sex Trafficking, This item is critical and will take multi-agency involvement with a strong need for the
Police Commission to have as an agenda item in this coming 2021 year. Pleased to see this  item is still on the
agenda for attention. Maui County has a responsibility to know all we can about this issue and see how we may
assist in safeguarding our residents and implementing long term attention goals that never cease.

HFC-64 Health of Maui County Farmers, Please include organic farmers, perhaps the newly formed Dept of Ag
can populate their databases with that differentiating information to spread the wealth fairly.

HFC-66 Evictions during COVID-19 Pandemic, Pleased to see this moving to the 2021 agenda, I predict that an
entity might need to be identified to assist in this niche area of need moving forward.

HFC-71 Hale Hawai‘i
I am interested in learning more about their efforts and I would encourage them to not only rely on the few Maui
County agencies that work on housing issues but to make complete reach to all the grass roots organizations,
gorups and churches that are involved and contribute. I ill be following this item intently.

HFC- 72 Kanaha Beach Greywater Reuse Demonstration Project, I just want to publicly be on record that this is
important and I'm pleased to see it moving to the next council's business, there is no more immediate step than
this to begin proper environmentally conscious  resource recovery. 

HFC-73 Animals at Large, I'm not certain what this includes but after hearing the equine related needs from our
Maui County businesses who are in need of animal feed supplements due to the severing drop in tourism.

HFC-80 Establishing an Arts Commission, CC 20-560, I am interested in how this item relates to the Department
of Housing and Human Concerns Commission on Arts and Culture. Not sure if it's dissolved and this is a
measure to resurrect the efforts. I am of course as an artist myself, strongly supportive of any activity of this
nature.


